WORKSHEET-104a – “Load Test Requirements”, Revision 1–3/25/13

Rigging gear description:

Department / location:

Date worksheet completed:

Prepared by:

DESCRIPTION OF LOAD TEST REQUIRED

Define the test required:

- Check one:
  - Proof test
  - Load test

- Load Required

- Documentation required
  - Test summary
  - Load print out
  - Inspection report

- Time at load, if required

- Standard to be met
  - ASME
  - OSHA
  - DNV
  - ABS

DOCUMENTATION OF LOAD TEST

Document the test:

1. Standard tested to:
2. Load test:
3. Time at load:
4. Test fixtures used:
5. Test machine used:
6. Calibration confirmed:
7. Comments:

Test technician (name): ____________________________________
Name of approving test Supervisor: ________________________________
Company: _________________________________________________________________________
Location: __________________________________________________________________________
Date of test: _______________________

The information contained in this document was obtained from resources believed to be reliable at the time of publication. You assume the entire risk as to the use of this information and Industrial Splicing and Sling assumes no liability in connection with the information presented or the use of suggestions in this publication. Refer to the full OSHA and ASME Standards addressing the topics discussed.